
VIII INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION OPERA  for OPERA SINGERS 

TROPHY “LA FENICE”

Stables Theatre Granducali Seravezza - Lucca  

30 September / 1 - 2 October 2016 

This year's competition is dedicated to: 

Giuseppe Verdi - Mario del Monaco 

RULES AND PROCEDURES 'REGISTRATION 

The  association  "La  Fenice", with  the  support  of F ondazione  Medici  lands,  the

municipalities  of  Forte  dei  Marmi,  Pietrasanta,  Seravezza  and  Stazzema and Tuscany

Region, It  announces  the  International  Singing  Competition  "Trofeo  La  Fenice" VIII

edition to be held in the Grand Ducal Stables Theatre in Seravezza (Lucca), in the days

September 30 / 1-2 October 2016 

Art. 1 - Eligible applicants 

The contest is open sopranos, mezzo-sopranos, altos, tenors, baritones, basses, provided

legal age, of any nationality and without age limits. 

Art. 2 - Registration Deadline and forwarding 

The  deadline  for  the  competition  is  scheduled  for the  day September  23,  2016 and

questions may be sent either by mail to: Associazione La Fenice Via Lombardia n °

58,  55045  Pietrasanta  (Lucca),  Italy (postmark  date),  both  by  e-mail  at:

ass.lafenice@tiscali.it or ass.lafenice@gmail.com. On expiry indicated above, will

be considered valid ONLY the applications for registration of comprovazione provided with

payment of the registration fee referred to in Art. 3. L and applications received after the

limit  set will  be  considered  at  the  discretion  of  the  organizers. NOT  sar year  instead

ammess the preliminary  round to  support  those  who RESULT eranno in  default  with

respect to the admission fee. 

In any case,  the  organization  is  required  to  reimburse  the  registration  fee  to  the

competitor that is absent the appeal of Art. 6. 



Art. 3 - Documentation for singers 

Registration for the competition is achieved by sending the following documentation: 

a) Application Form attached below,  filled in his voice. 

b) A photocopy of an identity document, 

c) Short Curriculum vitae, 

d) A photo, preferably artistic, 

e) Entry fee of € 100.00 letterhead Association LA FENICE, through: 

1) bank draft 

2) non-transferable check, 

3) bank transfer c / c n ° 000000435114 IBAN: BIC IT08P0872670222000000435114 

ICRAIT RR K60 payable to Ass. La Fenice Via Lombardia n ° 58-55045 - Pietrasanta 

(LU). 

Is  mandatary  to  specify  the  reason  for  payment  with  the  words:  "Entry  to  the

competition Trophy La Fenice", together with your data. 

Art. 4 - Jury 

The Jury of the VII th International Opera Competition "Trofeo La Fenice" is as follows: 

Stefano Mecenate, artistic director, Giuseppe Marotta, conductor, Roberto Mori, music 

critic of the magazine Opera, Aldo Tarabella, artistic director of the Theatre Giglio of 

Lucca, Giorgio Benati, musician, already artistic deputy director of the Gran Teatro La 

Fenice in Venice and the Board of Directors of the Arena of Verona, Giuseppe Acquaviva 

artistic director of the Teatro Carlo Felice in Genoa. 

There will be also present in the final evening, a jury whose vote will determine the 

winner of the section "Prize of the Jury popular ".

Upon  taking  office,  each  member  of  the  Committee  will  issue  a  statement  on  his

personal situation towards the candidates, in accordance with current regulations. 

Art. 5 - Conduct 

The competition will be divided into 2 tests: Preliminary and Final. 

Art. 6 - Tests preliminaries 

The preliminary rounds of  the  competition tests  will  be  held  at  the  Stables  Theatre

Granducali of Seravezza, Via Del Palazzo, 358 SERAVEZZA (LUCCA) immediately after the

appeal that there will take place at 10 am on the day of September 30, 2016. 



In the same auditorium will take place during the final gala show October 2, 2016. 

In the preliminary round Competitors must enter with a valid identity document and a

copy for Voice and Piano of songs to perform. Carrying out the elimination round will

follow the alphabetical order, starting with the letter drawn by lot by the P resident of the

jury,  in  the  presence  of  all  participants. And  'it  recommended  to  regularly  registered

inquire beforehand on ass.lafenice@tiscali.it or by telephone 3396270150, the timetable of

the contest. They will be excluded from the preliminary competitions all competitors who,

while  enrolled,  are  absent  at  the  time  of  his  turn  of  execution,  unless  serious  and

documented reason and no later than the end of the test day Elimination assigned. 

Art. 7 - Conduct of preliminary competitions 

In the preliminary round will be required to perform 2 of 4 tracks to be indicated on the

entry  form,  taken  from  repertory  operas. The  candidates  intending  to  apply  to  the

"Giuseppe Verdi" must submit at  least  one excerpt from the works of the Master . the

competitors  will  have  to  choose  the  first  song  to  be  played,  while  the  second  will  be

required,  in  turn,  by  one  of  the  jury  members. In  the  preliminary  round  the  judging

committee reserves the right to interrupt the performance of any song at any time to listen

to one song from those submitted or request the execution of another. Newsletters will be

by each juror in tenths. The sum of the individual votes, excluding the highest and the

lowest, the ranking of the finalists will emerge. 

It t is expected for participants no reimbursement for travel expenses, room and board. 

At  the  announcement  of  the  finalists, the  jury will  remain  at  the  disposal  of  the

eliminated contestants who request the interview. 

Art. 8 - Final exam 

The final will access the first competitors of the list emerged from the counting of the

votes of the jury at the end of the elimination round, for a maximum of 1  0 finalists. This

happened to the final round of the contest will be communicated only to those directly

affected at the end of the second qualifying round meeting orally or by telephone. 

The final / concert will take place at 16.00 of October 2, 2016. The finalists will perform,

accompanied at the piano, in the presence of the panel of judges and the voting public.  The

finalists  will  have to  perform two songs,  one of  which will  be  chosen by the  jury  and

communicated to each finalist jointly to overcome the preliminary round. The participants



at the "Giuseppe Verdi" will have to perform one of the songs taken from the works of the

Verd. 

It is no refund for pianists as a result of competitors. 

Art. 9 - Aperitif Concert 

At the events scheduled during the competition, the jury reserves the right to convene a 

maximum of 4 singers for a concert - an aperitif to be achieved at Serravezza or 

surrounding areas. 

Art.10 - Prizes 

GRAND PRIX TROPHY LA FENICE €  3 000,00 

2nd Prize worth - Scholarship € 1000,00 

3rd Prize - Scholarships worth €  500,00 

Art. 1 1 - Special Awards 

1. Special prize of the Popular Jury 

2. Special Prize "Mario del Monaco" - better standards (selected by the Jury).

3. Special Prize "Giuseppe Verdi" - Best player of a piece by Giuseppe Verdi (chosen by the 

jury) 

4. Critics Prize "Young talent" 

Special awards 

They consist of works of art made by artists of Versilia and beyond and will be delivered by 

famous people such as Mrs. GAIA GREEN, great grandson of the great composer and Ms.

DONELLA OF MONACO, grandson of the great singer. 

The ten finalists will be offered a scholarship for a master class to be held at a future 

date. This scholarship will cover only the cost of the master class and not the travel and 

residence. 

After the master class participants will perform in a concert made for a charitable 

purpose in collaboration with a local Onluss. 

II finalists of the competition will be invited to participate in the initiatives or produced 

by the shared as Vernazza La Fenice Opera Festival, The Puccini postcards, Certosa 



Festival. 

All finalists of the competition will be given the opportunity to participate in the 

hearings promoted by the La Fenice with the major Italian theaters. 

Art. 1 2 - awards Allotment 

Prizes in Art. 9 They are awarded by a majority of the jury preferences. The Audience

Prize will compulsorily taken note count the votes cast. The special prizes of Art. 1 0 will be

awarded at the discretion of the jury unquestionable. 

Art. 1 3 - Diplomas and certificates 

To all non-winning finalists, he will be issued the diploma of honor. 

All competitors, demand will receive a certificate of participation. 

Art. 1 4 - release audio / video recordings 

The Association "La Fenice", having planned to follow the final night live streeming, also

reserves the right to carry video footage and audio of all stages of the competition, without

any compensation to the competitors. Participation in the contest also involves the release,

by  each  competitor,  the  use  of  said  audio  /  video  recordings  for  radio  broadcasting,

television and internet. This release hold harmless the Association by having payments of

any  amount  and  for  any  cause  or  reason. Total  or  partial  copy  of  the  footage  can  be

requested to the Association. 

Art. 1 5 - Legal Aspects 

1-  The  art  direction  and organization  of  the  competition  reserve  the  right  to  make

changes to this Regulation giving information to subscribers. 

2-  The  Association  "La  Fenice"  assumes  burden  and  responsibility  for  damages  or

accidents of any kind is declared to have been victim competitors, people following or

jurors, for the whole time of the performance of all the tests in the competition and travel

to / r to reach the venue of the competition. 

3- All  those who for various reasons will  receive prizes undertake has recorded such

recognition in their art curriculum throughout their career. 

4 - The submission of the application implies the full and unconditional acceptance of

all the provisions contained in this announcement, as well as any amendments referred to



in point 1. 

5 - Pursuant to Decree No. 196 of 30 June 2003 on the protection of personal data, the

"La Fenice" Association informs that the personal data of registration form will be used

exclusively for direct contacts and will in no way used for other purposes. 

6 - In case of dispute the Association responsible shall appoint the Lucca Forum which

will be valid for the Italian text of this Regulation. 



ENTRY FORM (fill in ALL CAPS) 

name ….............................................  Last name ............................................................

Vocal category ................................................ .... 

Birth place.........................................  Date (M/D/Y) .......   Country ….........................

Address.......................................................................... postal code .............................. 

Town .............................................................. Phone......................................................

Email address ........................................................................... 

(optional) Name and surname of your own pianist 

 ..................................................................................................

Birth place.........................................  Date (M/D/Y) .......   Country ….........................

Address.......................................................................... postal code .............................. 

Town .............................................................. Phone......................................................

Email address ........................................................................... 

1st TRACK: piece ............................................. .

author ............ ...............................  Opera ..................................................................... 

2nd TRACK: piece ............................................. ....................................

author ............ ............................... Opera ..................................................................... 

3rd TRACK: piece ............................................. ....................................

author ............ ............................... Opera ..................................................................... 

4th TRACK: piece ............................................. ....................................

author ........... ............................... Opera................................................................. 

I declare that I want to participate to the "Giuseppe Verdi" section |_| 

I declare that I will use the official pianist of the competition (if you have no own) |_| 

Hereby unconditionally accept all regulations listed in this Regulation and all decisions 

of the Competition Jury. 

Date................................... 

Signature................................................. ... 


